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Objectives 

★Give framework by which Medical 
directors/providers can promote growth, financial 
sustainability and value for the PACE model in 
their community
★Discuss importance of Culture Change and 

review the 8 steps of Change developed by John 
Kotter
★Discuss the role of financial management and 

how to become facile in blending medicine and 
money in PACE to provide value
★Discuss the role of negotiation and conflict in 

leadership
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Leadership Characteristics

What Makes a Great Leader??



Leadership: What Has Been Your 
Experience

★Who have been the best leaders with whom 
you have worked?
★What characteristics  and behaviors did you 

admire
★Who have been poor leaders with whom you 

have worked?
★What characteristics and behaviors have 

frustrated you?
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The Five Practices of Exemplary 
Leadership

★Leadership Challenge
Modeling the Way
 Inspire a Shared Vision
Challenge the Process
Enable Others to Act
Encourage the Heart -using 
recognition and celebration

Kouzes and Posner “The Leadership Challenge”
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Leaders Model the Way

.
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• Establish principles concerning 
the way people should be 
treated and the way goals 
should be pursued. 

• Create standards of excellence 
and then set an example for 
others to follow. 

• They unravel bureaucracy 
when it impedes action

• They put up signposts when 
people are unsure of where to 
go or how to get there

• They create opportunities for 
victory.



Leaders Inspire A Shared Vision

 Passionately believe that 
they can make a 
difference. 
 Envision the future, 

creating an ideal and 
unique image of what the 
organization can become
 Through their magnetism 

and quiet persuasion, 
leaders enlist others in 
their dreams.
 They breathe life into 

their visions and get 
people to see exciting 
possibilities for the future.
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Leaders Challenge The 
Process

 Listen to the frontline and 
their needs and wants
 Search for opportunities 

to change the status quo. 
 Look for innovative ways 

to improve the 
organization. 
 Experiment and take 

risks.
 Risk taking involves 

mistakes and failures and 
they accept the inevitable 
disappointments as 
learning opportunities.
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Leaders Enable Others To Act

 Leaders foster collaboration 
and build spirited teams
 Leaders actively involve 

others
 Leaders understand that 

mutual respect is what 
sustains extraordinary 
efforts
 Leaders strive to create an 

atmosphere of trust and 
human dignity
 Leaders strengthen others, 

making each person feel 
capable and powerful.
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 Leaders foster 
collaboration and build 
spirited teams.
 Leaders actively involve 

others
 Leaders understand that 

mutual respect is what 
sustains extraordinary 
efforts

• Create an atmosphere of 
trust and human dignity

 They strengthen others, 
making each person feel 
capable and powerful.
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Leadership and Changing 
Culture



Defining Culture and Change

★Culture is defined as the beliefs, practice and 
social behavior of a particular group of people
★Traditions, customs, philosophy, a way of life
★Change: to modify, transform
★Culture change is “transforming the mindset 

and practice of a group of people in their daily 
work within an organization”
★“Culture eats strategy for breakfast”



Culture Change



Defining Culture Change

★Culture change is a transformation that has to do 
with people
★“People” their mindset, how they go about their 

work, how they are expected to act. 
★Culture includes all people, the 

patients/residents, families, and employees 
★Mechanisms used by some to promote & 

measure “culture change” is driven by dining 
choices and physical plant changes, not people
change”



Culture Change Requires

★Commitment/support from leadership
★Implementation - requires “buy in,” engagement 

of all stakeholders - involved or impacted 
★The “Power of Story”
★Conflict is inevitable - plan for it
★Sustainability – plan for the “how to….”



The Kotter 8 Step Process
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70% of change 
efforts fail.

CHANGE 

IS

HARD





True 
Urgency is      
a 
prerequisite 
of change

Step 1: Establish Our Sense of 
Urgency



Heart and  Head

See Feel Change
Is more effective than

Analyze Think   Change



Step 2: Create Our Guiding 
Coalition

A diverse 
many, not a 
limited few

Relationships



Step 3:Develop Our Change Vision

A vision 
inspires 
people to 
take 
action 



Step 4: Communicate Our 
Vision 
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Be a Broken Record
Put the vision 
everywhere
Needs to be 
constant, heartfelt 
and consistent 



Step 5:Empower Broad based 
Action

Common 
barriers
 Mindset: People don’t 

believe change is possible.
 Systems: Formal structures 

(e.g., information sharing, 
performance management) 
make it difficult to act.
 Bosses: Key players 

discourage employees from 
behaving differently.

Never , ever 
think outside  
of the box



Step 6:Generate Short Term Wins

Compelling 
evidence 
immediately
Must be
 Visible
 Unambiguous
 Relevant 
 Celebrated 



Step 7: Never Let Up

Maintain momentum:
 Don’t declare victory 

prematurely 
 Keep urgency up
 Eliminate unnecessary, 

demoralizing work
 Continue learning from 

experience
Does our problem still 

feel urgent and 
relevant?



Step 8: Incorporate Change Into 
Our Culture

The change 
becomes “the 
way we do 
things 
around here.”



Results

Actions

Beliefs

Experiences

Results    Pyramid

★



The Role of the PACE Medical 
Director & Fiscal Management
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What is the Value Proposition of a 
PACE Medical  Leader

★History of what does not work
★Understand the mission of the organization and 

goals of C-Suite, Subculture analysis
★Population Health Perspective-What drives costs 

and outcomes??
★Talking to usual suspects and not so usual inside 

and outside the organization 
★Looking at Data and making it validated 

information -“No False Facts”
★Analysis of what the gaps and challenges are 

and being able to summarize - 90 Day Plan



Financial Skills of Medical Director:
Blending Medicine and Money 

★Use of clinical and analytical skills to make 
decisions
★Ability to focus on Value and find ways to 

measure this
★Use of Data and turning it into information
★Learning to make the business case for 

interventions, partnerships and ensuring 
ways to measure impact on going



How Do You Become Financially 
Literate?

★Chief Financial Officer becomes your best friend
★Listen, Listen and Listen
★Ask them explain the business, what they know 

and the past history 
★Ask for help and tutorial of what they see as the 

challenges and opportunities
★What do they see as the cost drivers?
★What do they see as variation that is normal vs 

not-use of control charts to determine special 
cause?

★Where do they see the opportunities of improving 
financial position?
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How to Gain Support from Operations 
and Finance Team 

★Test your assessments with them and have them 
run back of the envelope analyses and then more 
detailed ones
★Review the financials with them in the past and 

monthly until you have a complete understanding 
★Ask them to help you meet with your team to 

explain these findings



Where Is Premium Dollar Being Spent

23%

69%

8%

Expenditures Per Member Per Month

Clinical
nonclinical
Administrative



Case Example
★Working with Assisted living facilities-primary 

growth strategy 
★Front line staff states not a good strategy 
★Drill down find a large number of ALFs are loss 

leaders financially; however, several are not
★Finance drills down on those that are working 

collaboratively and financially viable vs those not
★CEO advised and course reversal 
★Strategy involving contracting, finance, outreach, 

PACE leadership to change the model of care and 
their engagement



Negotiation
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Internal vs. External Negotiation

 Internal Negotiation
• Discussing a raise
• Proposing a new 
program
• Negotiating a budget
• Requesting additional 
resources
• Suggesting a change 
in policy and procedure

External 
Negotiations

• Purchasing 
diagnostic equipment
• Negotiating a contract 
with ALF or Lab
• An arrangement with 
Home care programs
• A clinical joint venture
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Types of Negotiation
Distributive
(competitive/confrontational
)
• Both parties want to “win”

e.g. negotiating a price for a used car

Integrative        
(cooperative or  principled)           

Win-Win
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Comparison of the Types of 
Negotiation
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The Principles are the Same

 Know what you’re asking for
 Know why you are asking
 Listen for alternatives
 Try to incorporate all perspectives
 Approach the negotiation as a problem to 

solve, not a challenge to win
 Know whom you are asking   (Know Your 

Partner)
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Negotiation: 4 Components

★Preparation
★Information exchange
★Negotiation/bargaining
★Commitment
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Preparation for Negotiation
★Who is negotiating?
★Who are the stake-holders?
★Who is the decision-maker?
★ What are the goals and interests of the stake-holders and

decision-makers?
★ Should you negotiate?
★Goals

 What do you want? What do they want?
 Learn as much as you can about the problem
 What information do you need
 Goals are one thing, expectations are another

★BATNA: Best Alternative To a Negotiated Agreement
 How much does it matter if you fail to reach agreement?
 Does failure cut you out of future opportunities?
 What alternatives to you do they have?
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Information Exchange
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Self interest – Listening
• Your objectives
• Resources you need
• Obstacles you face
• Resources you bring
• Your view of them

Enlarged interests
• In concrete terms, 
what are we each 
trying to achieve?

• In what ways do 
our objectives 
overlap?

Enlightened interests “The aha moment”
• Find/take advantage of opportunities, new ideas, creative options, 

innovative solutions, benefits of a collaboration



Stage 3: Negotiation

★ Confidence - know your business
★ Power - ability to influence
★Attitude
 Everything is negotiable
 Compromise is omnipresent
 “Fair” is a range

★Communication is critical -perception, emotion &
communication are not the same

★Be cooperative - but don’t let your guard down
★Actively listen
★Be aware of body language - posture, eye contact
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Stage 4: Commitment

★ When have you completed the 
negotiation?
★Who and how will it be 
documented?
★ Emotional closure
★Implementation - its not over until it 
is over
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Conclusion

★Leadership requires a skill set and 
knowledge that is not taught to many 
of us
★Leadership skills can be learned 
and mastered
★Make this a priority and invest in 
yourself and have your organization
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